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strongly emissive building blocks†

Jayden Price, Emily Albright, Andreas Decken and Sara Eisler *

A series of thioarylmaleimides was synthesized to investigate how

variation of the thioaryl group can be used to control absorption

and emission properties in solution and in the solid-state. Fine-

tuning of the photochemical properties was found to be possible

using this strategy, and a rainbow of colours and emission wave-

lengths are accessible in a single step from commercially available

compounds.

Developing small molecule fluorophores is an e!ective
approach to producing useful emissive compounds, both for
materials and for biological applications.1 In addition to
having shorter and easier synthetic routes,2 small molecule
targets lend themselves well to tuneability,3 allowing the pro-
gramming of desirable photophysical traits for specific appli-
cations.4 Unfortunately, it is di"cult to achieve red or NIR
emission in small organic fluorophores, which can also su!er
from problems such as low quantum yields and fluorescence
quenching at high concentrations.5 The latter problem is often
exacerbated for fluorophores emitting in the red or NIR region
and although a number of ingenious strategies have been
developed to overcome these issues,6 truly accessible, all-
purpose and tuneable small molecule systems remain rare.7

Our overarching goal is the identification of stable, small
molecule fluorophores that can be fine-tuned in a synthetically
facile way to provide compounds with made-to-order photo-
physical properties. To achieve this goal, we chose to investi-
gate diarylmaleimides, a promising materials building block
and synthetically accessible structural motif.8,9 Initially focus-
ing on aryl groups that contain thiophenes and related moi-
eties served to narrow the scope of our study and maximize
the exploitation of the push–pull dynamic between the
appended aryl group and the maleimide. In addition, some

thioarylmaleimide (TAM) derivatives have interesting photo-
chemical properties including large Stokes shifts and high
quantum yields.9a,10 Although few TAMs are known, these lit-
erature studies have established the sensitivity of TAM systems
to small structural changes, making them ideal for our investi-
gation. We therefore synthesized a small library of maleimide
fluorophores by variation of the thioaryl group, Scheme 1. For
this initial study, where achieving our goals involved establish-
ing structure activity relationships (SAR), we obtained a range
of thioaryl boronic acids where connectivity and structure
could be varied. Starting from dibromomaleimide 1,11

Scheme 1, a Suzuki coupling reaction with our chosen com-
mercially available boronic acids results in the formation of
thioarylmaleimides 3–10 in moderate to excellent yields
(42–89%).12 All products are solids, and purification was
achieved easily through standard flash chromatography.

As shown in Fig. 1 and summarized in Table 1, the absorp-
tion and emission properties of the TAMs in solution and as
solids are easily manipulated by changing the appended
thioaryl group. All derivatives absorb strongly in the visible
region, with a range of 176 nm between the most blue-shifted

Scheme 1 Synthesis of TAMs 3–10.

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Characterization of com-
pounds 3–11; computational details; Tables S1, S2 and Fig. S1–S10. CCDC
1943009 (TAM-8). For ESI and crystallographic data in CIF or other electronic
format see DOI: 10.1039/c9ob01741k
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derivative 9 (with a !max of 359 nm) and the most bathochromi-
cally shifted derivative 10 (with a !max of 535 nm). The majority
of the TAMs are fluorescent in chloroform, except for com-
pounds 8 and 9; TAM 8 has a "f of <1% and can essentially be
considered non-emissive. Stokes shifts are very large, ranging
between 128–171 nm, slightly higher than is typical for other
arylmaleimides.9 As shown in Fig. 1, a broad range of emission
colours can be achieved. Quantum yields vary in magnitude
from <1% for 8 to 92% for 4. While it is di"cult to make
meaningful comparisons, as very few TAMs are known, low "f

are frequently observed for this class of structure,9a although a
3-benzothiophene derivative studied by Ling and co-workers is
also strongly emissive.10a There is a clear advantage to having
connectivity at the 3-position, as in 4 and 6, where quantum
yields of 92% and 80%, respectively, are much higher than in
derivatives connected in the 2-position. In comparison, TAMs
3 and 5, which are connected in the 2-position have compara-

tively low quantum yields of 27% and 2%, respectively. Overall,
achieving large red shifts in both the absorption and emission
spectra of TAMs can be accomplished by increasing the size of
the !-system of the appended thioaryl group as is observed in
the series 3, 7, and 10, where the !max increase approximately
50 nm upon extension of the fused ring system, from 435 nm,
to 483 nm, to 535 nm, respectively. Emission wavelengths
change in a similar and predictable manner, from 580 nm for
thiophene 3 into the bright red fluorescence of bis- and tris-
fused thiophenes 7 and 10, at 613 nm and 670 nm,
respectively.

However, the overall bulkiness of the aryl group is essential
– extension of the !-system as in dibenzothiophene 8 and thi-
anthrene 9, results in very weak or complete loss of fluo-
rescence. The relatively low !max of these derivatives in com-
parison to TAMs 3–7 and 10 indicates that there is limited con-
jugation between the thio-aryl moieties of 8 and 9 and the
maleimide, indicating that this !-communication is essential
for incorporating fluorescence into the thioaryl-maleimide
structural motif. To explore the importance of conjugation
between the thioaryl groups and the maleimide, and to
provide insight into the e!ect of these di!erences on the
photophysical properties, we modeled the ground and excited
state structures of TAMs 3–10, Fig. S1 to S9 in the ESI,† at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory in chloroform using the
Gaussian 09 program package.13 Data from this modeling is
summarized in Table S3.† For all structures the aryl groups are
twisted out of planarity with respect to the maleimide to
varying degrees in both the ground and excited states,
although the degree of twist decreases in the excited state for
all TAMs 3–10.14 This decrease in torsional angle upon going

Fig. 1 Absorption and emission properties of TAMs 3–10. (a) TAMs in solid form; (b) !uorescence of TAMs in solid form; (c) !uorescence of TAMs in
CHCl3; (d) absorption spectra of TAMs in CHCl3; !uorescence spectra of TAMs in CHCl3.

Table 1 Emission data for compounds 3–10 in chloroform

Compound
!max
(nm)

!em
a

(nm)
Stokes shift
(nm/cm!1)

"f
b

(%)
#
(L mol!1 cm!1)

3 435 580 145/5747 27 8529
4 395 523 128/6196 92 6934
5 421 592 171/6861 2 9282
6 417 548 131/5733 80 7182
7 485 613 128/4305 30 16 110
8 405 545 140/6343 <1 6781
9 359 — — 4548
10 535 670 135/3766 17 21 190

a !exc = !max.
bMeasured directly via integrating sphere.
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from the ground to excited state is roughly reflected in the
magnitude of the Stokes shift, which increases with greater
changes in geometry between the two states. When looking at
the structures for low- or non-emissive TAMs 8 and 9, the lack
of favourable overlap between the aryl moieties and the double
bond of the maleimide is clear, with average ground state
torsion angles ($) of 53.7° and 61.3°, respectively. Alternately,
all derivatives exhibiting fluorescence have average $ ranging
from 19.4° to 45.8°, with only a di!erence of 7.9° between the
most strongly emissive TAM 6 and almost completely non-
emissive TAM 8. While there is little correlation between angle
$ and the magnitude of the quantum yield, it seems that some
!-communication is necessary for the TAM derivatives to
exhibit fluorescence,10a and the torsion angle appears to be a
critical feature in this class of compounds as observed in other
systems.15 This conclusion is supported by the calculated fron-
tier molecular orbitals, Table S1,† where all emissive deriva-
tives have considerable electron density spread between the
maleimide olefin and both appended thioaryl groups in the
ground state (while the low- or non-emissive TAMs do not).
What is also apparent is that the connectivity between the aryl
group and the maleimide olefin is once again critical.
Generally, for the emissive TAMs, 2-connectivity leads to lower
$, red-shifted !max and !em, and higher molar absorptivity,
while 3-connectivity leads to higher $, higher quantum yields,
and lower molar absorptivity (#). What is apparent from these
results is that connectivity is going to be an important feature
in the future design of new TAMs. For example, unsymmetri-
cally substituted derivatives could be targeted with one aryl
moiety connected through the 2-position to red-shift the
!max and !em; the other aryl moiety would then be connected
through the 3-position to increase the quantum yield
(Table 2).

Not surprisingly, the photophysical properties of the library
of TAMs change drastically in the solid-state. The absorption
range becomes smaller, with all structures exhibiting a !max

between 545 and 603 nm. Stokes shifts also appear within a
narrow range in the solid state for all fluorescent derivatives,
between 48 nm to 60 nm. As in solution, a range of emission
wavelengths is observed, from 595 nm to 652 nm.

Although most derivatives are fluorescent in the solid-state,
most also undergo aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) to
some extent. Notably, fused bi-thiophene 7 is still significantly
red-emissive as a pure powder with a quantum yield of 16%

(down from 30% in solution). Producing red-emissive com-
pounds in the solid-state is challenging as structures that
possess the extended !-system required for emission in the red
region of the spectrum also have a greater chance of under-
going !-stacking that quenches their fluorescence. For
example, tris-fused thiophene 10 has a 97% reduction in
quantum yield, much greater than is experienced by analogues
3 and 7 upon moving from solution to solid-state fluorescence
measurements. Only TAM 6 can be considered to display dual
state emission (DSE) with a fluorescence quantum yield in the
solid-state of 87% compared to 80% in solution. Interestingly,
TAM 8 is the only structure that demonstrates aggregation
induced emission (AIE), with a quantum yield 400-fold upon
going from solution (0.03%) to solid-state (12%).

As our computational studies and literature reports indicate
that !-communication between the aryl moieties and the
double bond of the maleimide is essential for fluorescence in
these systems, we sought out a solid-state structure of TAM 8
to provide insight into the AIE properties. Fortunately, we were
able to grow single crystals of suitable quality for single crystal
X-ray di!raction via slow di!usion of DCM/MeOH. The unit
cell contains two crystallographically independent though very
similar structures – the ORTEP of one of these solid-state struc-
tures of TAM 8 is shown in Fig. 2. Our calculations indicate
that the average ground state torsion $ in solution of TAM 8 is

Table 2 Solid-state photophysical data for compounds 3–10

Compound
!exc
(nm)

!em
(nm)

Stokes
(nm/cm!1)

"f
(%)

3 595 652 57/1469 8
4 545 595 50/1542 1
5 553 602 49/1472 2
6 553 601 48/1444 87
7 603 652 49/1246 16
8 554 608 54/1603 12
9 — — — —
10 590 640 50/1324 <1

Fig. 2 ORTEP of TAM-8 with ellipsoids at the 50% probability level (a)
top view with numbering; (b) side view; (c) packing diagram.
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53.7°, resulting in only minimal communication between aryl
groups and the maleimide. In the solid-state, however, that
torsion angle ranges from 42.56(0.23)° to 47.90(0.24)°, which
is within the range of those in the TAM series that successfully
fluoresce in solution. TAM 8 is compressed in the solid-state,
therefore forcing communication between the thioaryl and the
maleimide sections of the molecule and resulting in fluo-
rescence. While there are numerous non-covalent inter-
molecular contacts such as C–H"!, there are minimal
!-stacking interactions that can lead to fluorescence quenching
in the solid-state.5

Given the importance of !-conjugation between the aryl
and maleimide moieties with respect to the quantum yields
and tunability of these compounds, we investigated the depen-
dence of these properties on the torsional angle between the
substituents. Removal of one aryl group should, in principle,
decrease the torsional angle and increase the extent of conju-
gation between the two moieties, Fig. 3. Synthesis of TAM 11,
the mono-substituted analogue of TAM 6, resulted in a
reduction of the ground state torsional angle $, from 45.8° to
37.0°, as predicted. However, the lack of a second aryl group
results in moderate bathochromic shifts for both !max and !em,
indicating that a decreased torsion angle does not compensate
for the overall decreased length of the conjugated system. The
quantum yield is also decreased by 40%, down to 48% from
80% in TAM 6. This result indicates that there is an additive
nature to the photophysical properties and mono-TAM 11 con-
firms that both aryl groups are necessary for maximum
quantum yield and red-shifted emissions.

Mono-TAM 11 also di!ers from the symmetrical derivatives
3–10 with respect to how the torsion angle $ changes between
ground and excited state. According to our calculations, while
TAMs 3–10 all experience a decrease in $ and an increase in
planarity in the excited state, there is an increase in the $ for
mono-TAM 11 and a decrease in planarity. In addition, while
we have noticed minimal solvatochromism for TAMs 3–10 in
accordance with literature reports for other arylmaleimides,
compound 11 displays a small but noticeable solvatochromic
e!ect,16 Fig. S10 in the ESI,† suggesting that this unsymmetri-
cal derivative might fluoresce via a fundamentally di!erent
pathway than the bis-aryl TAMs 3–10.

Conclusions
We have synthesized a series of thioarylmaleimides that
exhibit varied fluorescence properties in solution and in the
solid state. These small molecule emitters can be synthesized
in one step in generally excellent yields, and emission wave-
lengths, quantum yields, and molar absorptivities can be fine-
tuned by choice of thioaryl group. Notably, red-emitting TAMs
are easily accessible, and AIE systems can be achieved by tight
control of torsion angles between the thioaryl and maleimide
moieties. We have established that the nature of the connec-
tion between the aryl and maleimide moieties is an essential
feature. Most importantly, this SAR study is the only example
of a systematic investigation of the TAM structure. Not only
have we identified it as one of the most promising motifs in
the arylmaleimide family with respect to fluorescence pro-
perties in solution and in the solid state, we will be exploiting
these results in future TAM studies to target specific photo-
physical properties, such as deep-red and NIR emission with
high quantum yields.
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